
Benchmark title - To All the Boys I’ve Loved 
Kitty was an unlikeable character. Annoying teenagers. Learn how to communicate with each 
other. Stop caring about what other people think of you. 
Liked that race was addressed, ie Asian character dressing up as manga for Halloween. 
Frustrated by lack of communication. Weird bonds that Lara Jean has that complicate things 
unnecessarily for her. LJ’s best friend not a likeable character - wild, outrageous, slutty. What’s 
her purpose?  
Also didn’t like the dad - where is he?!  
LJ too dreamy, unable to express herself. Felt dated even though it isn’t that old. Probably an 
accurate depiction of teens.  
Good escapist piece.  
Challenge of YA is age range - young teens to older teens and “new adults” Know your 
audience - this might be challenging for an adult to get through but be perfect for the intendend 
audience, those closer to main character’s age and situation 
Trouble with communicating with others - romantically or platonically - because of less 
experience. 
Would recommend to young teens looking for something more than middle grade, mothers of 
those teenagers, grandparents with no technology experience, adults looking to start on YA, 
very safe read, low spice factor,  
 
Second Titles 
Fangirl by Rainbow Rowell 
About a girl named Cather who is a freshman in college; her twin Wren is at the same school, 
but doesn't want to room together. Cather is a big fan fiction writer for Simon Snow, a series 
similar to Harry Potter. Relationship develops between Cather and her roommate’s friend Levi. 
Slow build-up for their romance.  
 
Younger YA romance doesn't necessarily meet all tropes of typical/adult romance. More in 
context of coming of age. Some readers will gloss over parts they aren’t ready for.  
 
The Summer of Jordi Perez by Amy Spaulding 
Abby Ives is a high school junior who writes a plus-size fashion blog. Queer but no relationshio 
experience. Still has some hang-ups on her appearance - family dynamics. First relationship 
happens in summer internship, brings up the body image issues. Not likeable at first but much 
more so by the end. Low spice level. Some kissing, not much more than that.  
 
Life and Medieval Times of Kit Sweetly by Jamie Pacton 
16/17 y girl outside Chicago. Works at medieval times restaurant and dinner theater type of 
place. Family is incredibly poor. Father was a drug addict, left mom with lots of debt. Probably 
going to lose their home. Kit tries not to let on how poor they are; she can’t charge her phone at 
home because they have no electricity. She is a serving wench and brother is knight at 
restaurant. She has learned all choreography to be a knight. Boss won’t let her try it. Kit tries to 
convince corporate to change the policy about knights. Very diverse cast. Deus ex machina - 



viral campaign about “the girl knight.” Recommend for kids who like nerdy history or girls who 
want to act outside expectations of femininity. Super low spice level.  
 
Red, White, Royal Blue 
Alex, son of first female US President, falls in love with Prince Harry-like character of England. 
The big challenge comes up when their emails to each other are leaked and published in 
tabloids. Alex goes through an episode of figuring out his sexual identity, but also what his life 
goals are. High spice factor, pretty explicit sex.  
 
By the Book by Amanda Seleet 
More along coming of age than romance. Main character is girl starting at new school. Parents 
are both professors. All siblings went to progressive private school, she’s now starting at public 
high school. Falling out with best friend who’s also starting a new public high school. She’s very 
bookish. Aware that she lives much of her life in the realms of these novels. Tries to build new 
friendships by warning girls of “dangerous” boys who are like some of the “bad” characters in 
the novels. Funny because she has no real experience herself and is basing all her advice on 
the novels. Friendship with the new girls is more central than the romance. Good for younger 
readers on YA age spectrum. Romance is very sweet.  
 
 


